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Confinement physics for thermal, neutral, high-charge-state plasmas
in nested-well solenoidal traps

D. D. Dolliver and C. A. Ordonez
Department of Physics, University of North Texas, Denton, Texas 76203-5370

~Received 2 March 1998; revised manuscript received 26 January 1999!

A theoretical study is presented which indicates that it is possible to confine a neutral plasma using static
electric and solenoidal magnetic fields. The plasma consists of equal temperature electrons and highly stripped
ions. The solenoidal magnetic field provides radial confinement, while the electric field, which produces an
axial nested-well potential profile, provides axial confinement. A self-consistent, multidimensional numerical
solution for the electric potential is obtained, and a fully kinetic theoretical treatment on axial transport is used
to determine an axial confinement time scale. The effect on confinement of the presence of a radial electric
field is explored with the use of ion trajectory calculations. A thermal, neutral, high-charge-state plasma
confined in a nested-well trap opens new possibilities for fundamental studies on plasma recombination and
cross-field transport processes under highly controlled conditions.@S1063-651X~99!09006-6#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Wz, 52.55.Lf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma traps that use a solenoidal magnetic field for ra
confinement and an electric field for axial confinement ha
traditionally been used to confine non-neutral plasmas c
sisting only of electrons or only of ions@1#. In principle,
however, such traps can also be used to confine a ne
plasma. The required axial electric potential profile and el
trode configuration are illustrated in Fig. 1. For obtaining
region of neutral plasma with the potential profile in Fi
1~a!, positive ions would be confined within the ‘‘inne
well’’ and electrons would be confined within the ‘‘oute
well’’ in such a way that the electron plasma overlaps the
plasma. For this to occur, the electrons must have a the
energy greater than or about equal to the increase in t
potential energy betweenz5zm and z50. ~The locationz
5zm is defined as the location where the maximum poten
occurs.! However, for the ions to remain confined, they mu
have a thermal energy much less than the difference in t
potential energy betweenz5zm andz50. These two condi-
tions can be simultaneously satisfied if the temperature of
electron plasma component is much larger than that of
ion plasma component. In fact, experimental evidence in
cates that it is possible to confine overlapping plasma c
ponents in this way@2#. Using the nested-well approach, s
multaneous confinement of electrons and protons at wid
different temperatures was achieved such that sympath
cooling occurred between species@2#. ~In Ref. @2#, the elec-
tric potential profile was inverted relative to that shown
Fig. 1~a!, and electrons were confined within the inner w
while hotter protons were confined within the outer we!
The experimental data reported in Ref.@2# do not show that
the overlap region achieved was neutral. However, theo
cal analyses do support the prospect of trapping a neu
plasma within a solenoidal magnetic field using an extern
applied electric field for providing axial confinement. Th
first self-consistent calculation of achieving simultaneo
confinement and overlap of oppositely signed plasma spe
at widely different temperatures was presented in Ref.@3#.
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~6!/7121~7!/$15.00
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With the assumption of azimuthal symmetry, a thre
dimensional charge density profile was obtained using a t
dimensional calculation. The charge density profile obtain
clearly showed a neutral plasma overlap region.

Along with the two-temperature approach, the possibil
of confining an electron plasma in a nonequilibrium plas
state which overlaps a low charge state, equal tempera
ion plasma to form a neutral plasma region has been stu
@4#. This approach, along with the two-temperature a
proach, necessarily requires a repetitive, time-dependent
nipulation of the electrode voltages to counteract the eff
of interparticle collisions. In the nonequilibrium approac
interparticle collisions tend to drive the electron plasma to
equilibrium plasma state while, in the two-temperature a
proach, collisions tend to reduce the temperature differe
between the two plasma components. In the present w
the possibility of using a static electric field to provide co
stant axial confinement of a neutral plasma within a solen
dal magnetic field is explored. The plasma consists of hig
stripped ions and equal temperature electrons. With a hig

FIG. 1. The nested-well approach to plasma confinement
nested-well electric potential profile illustrated qualitatively~a! is
produced using cylindrically symmetric electrodes~b!. The elec-
trodes are aligned parallel to an externally produced soleno
magnetic field. Under conditions described in the text, a therm
neutral, high-charge-state plasma can be trapped within the i
well.
7121 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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7122 PRE 59D. D. DOLLIVER AND C. A. ORDONEZ
charge state, the ions are exposed to a larger change in
tential energy betweenz50 andz5zm relative to the elec-
trons, and the conditions for achieving neutral plasma c
finement can be met. In Sec. II, the method used to obta
self-consistent numerical solution for the potential a
charge density is described, and a calculation is prese
which illustrates confinement of a near-thermal, neu
plasma consisting of electrons and high charge state ion
Sec. III, relations describing axial confinement are deriv
using a fully kinetic theoretical approach, and the possibi
of achieving near-perfect axial confinement is assessed
Sec. IV, results of an ion trajectory calculation are presen
which demonstrate that magnetic radial confinement is p
sible. Concluding remarks are found in Sec. V.

II. SELF-CONSISTENT NUMERICAL SOLUTION

Figure 1~b! shows the electrode configuration consider
The configuration has symmetry across thez50 plane, as
well as an azimuthal symmetry. The center electrode is h
at voltageV0 . The electrodes of lengthL1 are held atV1
.V0 , while the outer electrodes of lengthL2 are held at
V2,V0 . To reduce the computation time, the electrode se
rations are neglected, the outer electrodes are consider
be capped on the outer ends with vertical electrode w
held at V2 , and the outer electrodes are chosen to h
lengths equal to the electrode radius (L25r w). This compu-
tational model is expected to provide results which suita
describe a comparable open-ended plasma trap provideL2
@r w for the open-ended trap.

The externally applied voltagesV1 andV2 must be chosen
so that the ions are well confined by the inner well and
electrons are well confined by the outer well. However,
electrons must also have enough thermal energy to ente
inner well. If the magnitude of the change in potential fro
z50 to its maximum along some magnetic field line
t
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Dfm , good axial confinement of the ions along that fie
line occurs ifZeDfm /T@1, whereT is the plasma tempera
ture in energy units,Z is the ion charge state, ande is the unit
charge. For the electrons to overlap the inner well along t
field line, eDfm /T&1 must be satisfied where the electro
are assumed to have the same temperature as the ions.
Z@1, both requirements can be met.

A finite difference algorithm is used to solve Poisson
equation. ¹2f52r/e0 . Here, r(r ,z)52ene(r ,z)
1eSzZnZ(r ,z) is the charge density,e0 is the permittivity of
free space,ne is the electron density, andnZ is the density of
ions of charge stateZ. nZ is obtained using a cutoff Maxwell
Boltzmann distribution. The distribution of velocities parall
to z excludes ions which would not be axially confined,

f z~r ,z,vz!5C1e2bZvz
2
2c i ~r ,z!Q~vz max2uvzu!. ~1!

Here C1 is a normalization factor,bZ5mZ /(2T), vz max

5A@c im(r )2c i(r ,z)#/bZ, mZ is the ion mass,c i(r ,z)
5Zef(r ,z)/T, and c im(r ) is the maximum value of the
normalized ion potential energy which occurs along a m
netic field line atr. Similarly the distribution of velocities
perpendicular toz is given by

f'~r c ,v'!5C2v'e2bZv'
2
Q~v' max2v'! ~2!

wherev' max5ZeBz(rw2rc)/mZ , Bz is the magnetic field, and
r c is the radial location of the guiding center of the gy
orbit. The step function inf' excludes ions whose gyro or
bits would intersect the electrode wall. Note that at this po
no attempt is made to remove from the ion phase space
tribution those ions that will intersect the electrode wall d
to the effect of a radial electric field.

Integration of the phase-space distribution functio
f (r ,z,v)5 f z(r ,z,vz) f'(r ,v'), over all velocities under the
guiding-center approximation,r c5r , gives the ion density
nZ~r ,z!5E
2`

` E
0

`

f z~r ,z,vz! f'~r ,v'!dv'dvz

5
n0Ze2c i ~r ,z!1c i ~0,0!~12e2bz@ZeBz~r 2r w!/2#2

!erfc„cm~r !2c~r ,z!…Q„zm~r !2z…

~12e2bZ~ZeBzr w/2!2
!erfc„cm~0!2c~0,0!…

. ~3!
cted

l at
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Heren0Z is the density of ions of charge stateZ at the geo-
metric center of the trap, andzm(r ) is the location where the
maximum potential occurs along a magnetic field line ar.
Note that in the limitBz→`, no ions are ‘‘scraped off’’ by
the wall, and the ion density atz50 is radially constant ou
to the wall for each species.

For the electrons, the density profile is assumed to foll
the Boltzmann relation axially at each radial position@3,5#,
ne(r ,z)5ne(r ,0)ee@f(r ,z)2f(r ,0)#/T. To obtain a self-
consistent solution for the electron and ion density profi
for z.0, a boundary conditionne(r ,0) must be specified
Within the inner well, any radial electric field produced b
s

the plasma due to a radial charge separation can be expe
to cause radial diffusion. The effect, forL0@L1 , is that the
plasma will tend to be neutral towardz50. In consideration
of this, ne(r ,0) is chosen such that the plasma is neutra
z50. AlthoughL0 /L152.5 is selected for an example ca
culation below, the results are expected to be even m
representative ofL0 /L1.2.5. It should be emphasized th
no attempt is made to model radial diffusion processes.

The finite difference algorithm used to solve Poisso
equation is based on the simultaneous overrelaxation num
cal approach described in Ref.@6#. With the symmetry as-
sumptions, the algorithm is implemented on a tw
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PRE 59 7123CONFINEMENT PHYSICS FOR THERMAL, NEUTRAL, . . .
dimensional~r .0, z.0! grid. The grid spacing is selecte
to have at least two lattice points per Debye length as p
scribed in Ref.@6#. For good convergence, the algorithm
run until the maximum change of potential per computat
step is less than one part in 105 at a test lattice site~r 50,
z5 1

2 zw!.
The charge state distribution of the ions is determin

from the steady state corona model@7#. The corona mode
assumes an equilibrium resulting from the competing p
cesses of collisional ionization and radiative recombinati

x1Z1e→x1~Z11!1e1e, ~4!

e1x1~Z11!→x1Z1g, ~5!

wherex1Z is an ion of charge state1Z. This model is ap-
plicable to the low density, static plasma considered h
The charge state ratio predicted by this model is

NZ

NZ11
57.8731029S UZ

e D 2S UZ

Te
D 3/4

eUZ /Te, ~6!

whereUZ is the ionization potential of charge stateZ, and
Te5T is the electron temperature. Charge states that acc
for less than 0.1% of the ions are neglected by the algorit
To keep the total number of ions constant, and the cha
state distribution in agreement with the corona model,
central densityn0Z of each ion charge state is adjusted by t
algorithm each time a selected number of computation s
pass.

An argon plasma having a temperature,T53 keV, is used
for the calculation. At this temperature only charge sta
116 through 118 are followed. The charge spectrum
24.1% charge state116, 36.0% charge state117, and
39.9% charge state118. The average charge state is117.2.
Other values chosen for the calculation are the electrode
mensions, r w50.5 cm, L055 cm, L152 cm, and L2
50.5 cm, and the electrode voltagesV050 V, V156.7 kV,
and V25282 kV. The axial magnetic fieldBz is chosen to
be 10 T. The total number of trapped ions is 2.453108,
while the total number of trapped electrons is 7.2431010.

Figure 2 shows the electric potential resulting from bo
the externally applied voltages and the plasma’s s
produced electric field. Along the wall, atr 50.5 cm, the
potential profile is similar to the nested square well pro
shown in Fig. 1~a!. This occurs because the separations
tween electrodes are neglected. Along the center of the

FIG. 2. Self-consistent electric potential. The calculation para
eters are given in the text.
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at r 50, the potential profile is much smoother, as expect
Inside the outer electrode, atz>4.5 cm, the potential is off
the scale in Fig. 2. Because of the large potentials and s
gap ~the grid spacing! between electrodes in the comput
tional model, nonsustainable electric fields arise. Negligi
small gaps between electrodes are commonly used to re
computation time and complexity@6,8–10#. An actual ex-
periment will require some modification of the setup, inclu
ing larger gaps between the electrodes.

Figure 3 shows the total ion density and the electron d
sity. For Bz510 T, the decrease in plasma density near
wall ~due to intersection of the ion gyro orbits with the ele
trodes! is not appreciable except very close to the wall. T
overlap of the ions in the inner well by the electron plasm
neutralizes the space charge associated with the ions. A
of the magnitude of the charge density, shown in Fig.
illustrates that most of the inner well region is neutral. T
end-well region is non-neutral, however, as expected. In f
the non-neutral plasma in an end well produces an elec
field which is responsible for Debye shielding of the e

-

FIG. 3. Self-consistent ion and electron plasma densities.
total ion density profile~a! indicates the ions are trapped within th
inner well, while the electron density profile~b! indicates the elec-
trons are predominantly trapped within the end wells.

FIG. 4. Magnitude of the charge density. Note that the inn
well region is neutral.
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7124 PRE 59D. D. DOLLIVER AND C. A. ORDONEZ
well. As shown in Fig. 5, Debye shielding reduces the de
of the end well with increasing plasma density.

III. AXIAL CONFINEMENT

It is rather counterintuitive that a neutral plasma within
solenoidal magnetic field can be confined axially using
static electric field. To evaluate the axial transport proper
of such a plasma, a variety of analytical approaches may
employed@11–22#. In the present work, the method use
involves determining a phase-space distribution function
satisfies Vlasov’s equation given a specified particle sou
boundary condition. The distribution function must additio
ally take into account inaccessible regions in phase sp
and is only evaluated in one spatial dimension along a m
netic field line.~Hence nor dependence is considered in th
section.! For the electrons, a source located at the maxim
of the potential,z5zm , is considered. The source emits ele
trons in the positivez direction having a Maxwellian velocity

FIG. 5. Electric potential profile atr 50 for various plasma
densities. The electric potential along the axis is shown for the c
of no plasma~top curve! and three different plasma densitie
~(Zn0Z52.531014, 5.031014, 7.531014 m23 for the next three
lower curves, respectively!.
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distribution. The corresponding electron phase-space di
bution, normalized to the central electron density, is eva
ated betweenzm andzw . It is

f e~z,v!5n0eS be

p D ~3/2!

e2bev21c~z!2c~0!Q~vme1vz!, ~7!

wherevme5@„c(z)2c(zw)…/be#
1/2 is the minimum velocity

in the positivez direction that allows an electron to reachzw ,
be5me /(2T), where me is the electron mass, andc(z)
5ef(z)/T. The step function is included because electro
with a velocity in thez direction greater thanvme escape
confinement. Therefore, no electrons can have a velocit
the negativez direction greater thanvme in the spatial region
considered. Note that in the limit of perfect axial confin
ment, which occurs whenc(zw)→2` and vme→`, a
Maxwell-Boltzmann phase-space distribution is approach

Integratingf e over velocity space, the electron densityne
is obtained forzm,z,zw :

ne~z!5 1
2 n0ee

c~z!2c~0! erfc„2Ac~z!2c~zw!…. ~8!

Integrating vzf e over velocity space gives the net flux o
electrons which escape confinement axially. The flux of el
trons which escape confinement is constant forzm,z,zw ,
and is given by

Fe5
n0ee

c~zw!2c~0!

2Apbe

. ~9!

With this, an axial confinement time scale can be defined

se
te5
1

Fe
E

0

zw
ne~z!dz

5
1

Fe
F E

0

zm
n0ee

c~z!2c~0!dz1E
zm

zw 1

2
n0ee

c~z!2c~0! erfc„2Ac~z!2c~zw!…dzG
5Apbee

2c~zw!F2E
0

zm
ec~z!dz1E

zm

zw
ec~z! erfc„2Ac~z!2c~zw!…dzG . ~10!
For simplicity, for 0,z,zm the electrons are assumed to
in a Maxwell-Boltzmann phase-space distribution. The ax
confinement time predicted by Eq.~9! is a lower bound. A
plasma loses particles in the tails of the velocity distribut
as considered here. However, these tails are not repleni
instantaneously but at a finite rate by collisions or micro
stabilities.

The minimum axial confinement time scale for ions
similarly calculated. A source of ions is considered atz50,
and ions which reachz5zm are considered lost from con
finement. Thus

f Z~z,v!5n0ZS bZ

p D 3/2

e2bZv22Z~c~z!2c~0!!Q~vmZ1vz!

~11!
l

ed
-

is the ion phase-space distribution for 0,z,zm . HerevmZ
5@Z„c(zm)2c(z)…/bz#

1/2 is the minimum velocity in the
positivez direction that allows an ion to reachzm . Integra-
tion provides the ion density,

nZ~z!5 1
2 n0Ze2Z„c~z!2c~0!… erfc@2AZ„c~zm!2c~z!…#,

~12!

and the net axial flux of ions of charge stateZ,

FZ5
n0Ze2Z„c~zm!2c~0!…

2ApbZ

. ~13!

The minimum axial ion confinement time scale is
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tZ5
1

FZ
E

0

zm
nZ~z!dz

5ApbZeZc~zm!E
0

zm
e2Zc~z!

3erfc@2AZ„c~zm!2c~z!…#dz. ~14!

Because of geometric effects and plasma shielding,
electric potential along ther 50 magnetic field line is ex-
pected to provide the least axial ion confinement. Figur
illustrates this. Even without the plasma present the poten
along ther 50 line only reaches a maximum of 6.4 kV
whereas along the electrode wall the maximum is 6.7
For the self-consistent calculation of the axial electric pot
tial profile in Sec. II~Figs. 2–4!, the ion and electron mini-
mum confinement times atr 50 are tZ'te'2 h for Z
5118. These values are so large that each plasma com
nent can be considered perfectly confined axially.

IV. RADIAL ION CONFINEMENT

In the absence of a radial electric field the trajectory o
particle in the trap will be a helix along a magnetic field lin
With a radial electric field the trajectory becomes a super
sition of a helical motion and an azimuthalE3B drift, pro-
vided the electric field is not too large. For a radial elect
field which is proportional tor, an exact solution for the
trajectory is possible@23#. However, as shown in Fig. 6, th
self-consistent radial electric field for the nested-well trap
rather complex, and a numerical approach is required. C
pared to electrons, ions have larger Larmor radii and,
cause they move slower, they are likely to reside lon
within the electric field region which pulls them toward th
wall. In the present section, the effect on the ions of
radial electric field produced by the voltage difference b
tween the center electrode~at voltageV0! and the first elec-
trode ~at voltageV1! is considered. A Monte Carlo ion tra
jectory simulation is employed. All ions are considered to

FIG. 6. ~a! A plot of the radial component of the self-consiste
electric field for the same parameters used in Figs. 2–4.~b! The
radial component of the self-consistent electric field atr w .
e

5
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e

argon with a charge state of117. Ions start atz50 with
sampled values forr, vz , andv' and the azimuthal direction
of motion. Their trajectories are followed in three dime
sions as they travel down the trap and back. The trajector
each ion is solved for numerically assuming a uniform ma
netic field ~10 T! and using the electric potential that wa
self-consistently calculated in Sec. II. Some ions are pu
outward by the radially outward electric field and interse
the electrode walls. The program discards these particles
follows the others until they return to thez50 plane. The
initial velocity components are sampled from a Maxwelli
distribution. The sampling equations used are

vzi5
erf21~R1i !

Ab i

, ~15!

v' i5A2 ln~R2i !

b i
, ~16!

where Rni is a uniformly distributed random number be
tween 0 and 1.vz is sampled from a half Maxwellian distri
bution such that only positivevz values are generated. Th
azimuthal direction forv' is randomly chosen with a uni
form distribution for all angles between 0 and 2p. An initial
radial position is sampled usingr i5r wAR3i , which assumes
an equally likely starting point anywhere within a circle
radiusr w . The Larmor radiusr L and initial radial location of
the guiding center,r c , are then calculated and any ion fo
which r c1r L>r w is discarded without actually solving fo
the trajectory to reduce computation time.

Figure 7 shows two sample ion trajectories, one wh
remains confined for one pass through the trap, and
which contacts the electrode wall. The initial conditions f
the two trajectories are the same except that the esca
particle has an initialvz that is twice that of the confined
particle. The faster moving ion enters farther into the reg
with an appreciable radially outward electric field, and inte
sects the wall. Figure 8 shows the fraction of sampled or
which remain confined,Xconf, for different radial positions.
The results indicate that radial confinement is near per
for one pass except very near the electrode wall. Ove
94% of the ions remain confined for one pass. It should
noted that because the separation between electrodes
equal to the grid spacing, the radial electric field created
the electrodes in the calculation is much larger than t

FIG. 7. Sample trajectories for ions in a uniform 10-T magne
field and in the self-consistent electric potential shown in Fig. 2.~a!
One trajectory results in radial escape, despite the fact that
initial gyro orbit does not intersect the wall.~b! For the other tra-
jectory, the ion remains confined~just barely! for one pass.
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which would occur in an actual trap. It can be concluded t
the direct loss of ions due to the presence of a radially o
ward electric field can represent a reasonably small loss
gion in phase space.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Because of the presence of an axial transition in neut
ity, the plasma will experience a sheared azimuthalE3B
flow. An interesting question is whether the sheared fl
will inhibit or promote instabilities and anomalous transp
processes. Such a question is highly relevant to other m
netic confinement configurations including tandem mirro
tokamaks, andZ pinches @24–29#. At a minimum, the
sheared azimuthal drift can be expected to apply a collisio
torque between the neutral and nonneutral regions. With
ion mass nearly five orders of magnitude larger than the e
tron mass, the collisional torque should primarily affect t
electron plasma. Hence radial diffusion is possible, and
be expected within the nonneutral electron plasma region
addition, the neutral plasma will, given sufficient time,
able to diffuse across the magnetic field and form a plas
sheath adjacent to the inner surfaces of the electrode
partially stripped ions are confined, ionization and recom
nation processes may enhance radial ion diffusion. Howe
because a solenoidal magnetic field is used, cross-field tr
port processes in the neutral region may be slow relative
the anomalously fast transport processes that are observe

FIG. 8. The fraction of ions which remain confined for one pa
vs initial radial position. The trajectories of 10 000 particles we
followed.
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for example, toroidal plasma confinement devices. In fa
experiments using solenoidal magnetic confinement indic
that cross-field transport, at least in non-neutral plasmas,
be understood with recently developed theory@30#. It will be
interesting to see if the same is true for neutral plasmas.

Open magnetic field line approaches to confining neu
plasmas~e.g., tandem mirrors! generally have axial particle
and energy loss rates that are larger than radial loss ra
The ability to provide near perfect axial confinement with t
nested-well approach is advantageous in comparison. In
dition, it may even be possible to achieve near perfect ra
confinement using a rotating electric field confinement te
nique@31#. A rotating field could be applied to a non-neutr
end-well region to confine the electron plasma radially. T
should set up a radial electric field within the inner well th
tends to radially confine the ion plasma so that the over
region remains neutral. With the plasma well isolated fro
material surfaces, plasmas confined using the nested-wel
proach can be of very high purity, and can be associated w
lower neutral gas pressures. In addition, a smaller plas
heating power is required with better confinement. It sho
be noted that the nested-well confinement technique co
readily be used as a plug for a magnetic mirror.

A thermal, neutral, high-charge-state plasma confined
nested-well trap appears well suited for studies of fundam
tal plasma processes under highly controlled conditions
particular, studies on cross-field transport and on recom
ing plasmas can be useful for understanding magn
plasma confinement and x-ray emission processes in p
mas. Cross-field transport studies can be performed on
tral plasmas or partially non-neutral rotating and/or shear
flow plasmas using a straight solenoidal magnetic field
curved field~e.g., one that forms half a toroid!, or a magnetic
mirror field. Studies on recombining high-charge-state pl
mas can provide information on spontaneous and stimula
x-ray emission processes.
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